Abstract. Magnetic reconnection is an explosive energy-release process in laboratory, space and astrophysical plasmas. While magnetic fields can 'break' and 'reconnect' in a very small region called the electron diffusion region (EDR), there have been conflicting theories as to whether this region can be a place of rapid energization of plasmas. Here we report a fortuitous encounter of the EDR by THEMIS in the Earth's magnetotail where significant heating and demagnetization of electrons were observed. Additional energization was observed on both sides (immediate upstream and downstream) of the EDR, leading to a total of more than an order of magnitude energization across this region. The results demonstrate that, despite its minuscule size, the EDR does indeed contribute to the overall process of electron energization via magnetic reconnection.
Introduction
Magnetic reconnection plays an important role during explosive energy-release phenomena in plasmas ranging from the Earth's magnetosphere to solar coronal and astrophysical applications. During reconnection, magnetic field lines of opposite directions 'break' and 'reconnect' in the diffusion region and the magnetic energy is quickly converted to particle energies. The diffusion region can have internal structures at ion-scale and electron-scale. The diffusion region at ion-scale is often called the Hall region and has been studied extensively [e.g. Sonnerup, 1979; Terasawa, 1983; Hesse et al., 1999; Shay et al., 2001; Nagai et al., 2001; Øieroset et al., 2001; Runov , 2003; Borg et al., 2005; Eastwood et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014] . The diffusion region at electron-scale (or the 'electron diffusion region' (EDR)) has also been studied extensively, as described below.
From theoretical point of view, it has been argued that electrons can be energized significantly in the EDR [e.g. Pritchett, 2006; Fu et al., 2006] . Recent PIC simulations of the EDR revealed a fine structure called 'striation' in the electron velocity distribution [Ng et al., 2011 [Ng et al., , 2012 Bessho et al., 2014] which can further evolve into 'swirls', 'arcs' and 'rings' [Bessho et al., 2014; Shuster et al., 2015] . These fine structures are attributed to the particle meandering motion within the electron current layer and the energization (heating) mechanism can be attributed to the direct acceleration by the reconnection electric field. Furthermore, there can be additional energization immediately upstream of the EDR [e.g. Hoshino, 2005; Egedal et al., 2005 Egedal et al., , 2010 Chen et al., 2008] . It has been argued that the incoming flux of the magnetic fields expands as it approaches the reconnection point. Associated with this is a development of electron parallel anisotropy as well as electron energization by the parallel electric field [e.g. Egedal et al., 2005 Egedal et al., , 2008 Egedal et al., , 2013 .
On the other hand, theories predict that electrons can be energized by other reconnection processes such as slow shocks [Petschek , 1984; Tsuneta and Naito, 1998 ] and magnetic islands (or fluxropes in 3D) [e.g., Drake et al., 2006; Fu Copyright 2016 by the American Geophysical Union. 0148-0227/16/$9.00 Wang et al., 2010a; Oka et al., 2010a, b; Tanaka et al., 2010] . Thus, it remains unclear how much the EDR contributes to the overall process of electron energization via magnetic reconnection.
A challenge, from observational point of view, is that the EDR is extremely small to be fully examined [e.g., Shay et al., 2007; Hesse et al., 2014] . In the case of the Earth's magnetotail, a standard 2D picture of magnetic reconnection predicts that the length λx of the electron diffusion region (EDR) is 100-500 km in typical magnetotail plasma conditions at 25 RE [Hesse et al., 2014] . This is much smaller than the typical scale of the Earth's magnetotail, which is long (a few hundreds of RE where RE ∼6371 km is the Earths radius) though narrow (∼40 RE). Thus, there is probably not much chance for a spacecraft to encounter the EDR. Furthermore, considering the speed of the EDR motion due to a dynamical evolution of the magnetotail (typically ∼100 km/s), high-time resolution of plasma measurements are desired for a detailed study of the EDR. For example, a 500 km long EDR moving at 100 km/s can be resolved with a measurement with the time resolution less than 5s.
Nevertheless, there have been cases of EDR detection based on (1) decoupling of ion and electron bulk flow velocities [Nagai et al., 2011 [Nagai et al., , 2013 or (2) a higher-order scalar measure derived from particle data [Scudder et al., 2012; Zenitani et al., 2012] . The scalar measure can be the degree of electron non-gyrotropy (i.e., Agyrotropy AΦe of Scudder et al. [2012] ) or the degree of energy dissipation (i.e., the dissipation measure D * e of Zenitani et al. [2012] ). While one study reported energization weaker than that in the EDR downstream [Nagai et al., 2013] , another study reported a strong temperature increase (by a factor of 2.5) [Scudder et al., 2012] .
The purpose of this paper is to report yet another case of EDR detection in the Earth's magnetotail and to show evidence of substantial electron energization within the EDR (by a factor of ∼2 temperature increase). The observation was made by THEMIS in the Earth's magnetotail, and its high-quality particle data allowed us to examine electron distributions and energy spectra across the EDR. With additional energization on both sides (immediate upstream and downstream) of the EDR, a total of more than one order of magnitude energization was observed across the EDR, demonstrating that, despite its minuscule size, the EDR does indeed contribute to the overall process of electron energization via magnetic reconnection.
Observation
We first present a brief description of the THEMIS instrumentation and the dataset (Section 2.1), followed by an [Tsyganenko, 1995] . (b) Schematic illustration of the inferred P1 trajectory (magenta) with respect to a 2D picture of the EDR. The light-blue and orange arrows indicate incoming and outgoing electrons, respectively.
overview and large scale contexts of the observation, in particular the extent of the Hall region (Section 2.2). We then describe the encounter of the electron diffusion region (EDR) on the basis of the observed time profiles of various plasma parameters (Section 2.3). To establish the detection of the EDR, we examine pitch angle distributions (Section 2.4) as well as velocity distribution functions across the EDR encounter (Section 2.5). Finally, the electron energization is discussed quantitatively based on electron energy spectra (Section 2.6).
Instrumentation and Data
We use data from the THEMIS mission [Angelopoulos et al., 2008] , which consists of five identical spacecraft P1-P5. For our observation of the magnetotail, we particularly focus on data with the highest resolution (the burst-mode data) from the P1 spacecraft. For ion and electron distributions, we use data obtained by the ESA instrument in the 0.03-28 keV energy range. For ion and electron moments, we combined ESA with SST, which measures ions and electrons in the higher energy (>32 keV) range. We confirmed that the ion and electron densities are consistent with each other during the duration of our observation. For magnetic and electric fields, we use data measured by FGM and EFI, respectively. Also, we use the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system throughout the analysis unless otherwise noted.
Large scale contexts
The event was obtained on 2009 February 7. All five THEMIS probes (P1 -P5) were aligned in the sun-earth direction near the mid-night sector, allowing the study of the global evolution of the magnetotail associated with reconnection (Figure 1(a) ). It is already reported that magnetic reconnection started somewhere between P1 and P2 and that it moved tailward in association with a pressure increase at the locations of P3, P4 and P5 [Oka et al., 2011] . While P2 remained on the earthward side of the reconnection, P1 detected the tailward passage of the X-line. Thus, in this paper, we will focus on data from P1 in the vicinity of the X-line (diffusion region), although we also use data from P2 to retain informatoin on the large scale context of the investigation. Figure 2 shows an overview of the P1 and P2 data. This combined overview provides large-scale contexts for the observation of the EDR examined later in more detail. Figure  2 Figure 3 . The quadrupole Hall structure of around the time of EDR encounter. By values are shown in the VxBy space obtained both before (uppper panels), during (center panels) and after (bottom panels) the encounter by P1 (right panels) and P2 (left panels).
was fast (|Vi,x| as large as ∼ 900 km/s) and directed tailward (Vi,x < 0) whereas the magnetic field was directed southward (Bz < 0), indicating that P1 was in the tailward side of the reconnection X-line. At 04:18 UT (as marked by the vertical solid line), the plasma flow turned earthward (Vi,x > 0) and the magnetic field turned northward (Bz > 0). The correlated reversals of both Vi,x and Bz indicate that the reconnection X-line passed by the P1 spacecraft. From 04:28 UT, Bx remained high at around 16 nT and the temperature remained low below 500 eV, indicating that P1 entered the lobe region, although there were tentative re-approaches to the current sheet at ∼04:31:45 UT and ∼04:34:15 UT. Figure 2 (e-h) shows the same plasma parameters but for P2. During most of the 35 minute period, |Bx| remained small, less than 10 nT, and Ti remained high, above 2.5 keV, indicating that P2 stayed in the current sheet throughout the observation. The magnetic field was northward (Bz > 0) and the plasma flow was earthward (Vi,x < 0), indicating P2 remained on the earthward side of the X-line. At ∼04:10 UT and ∼04:12 UT, there were flow reversals with no Bz reversal (Bz remained >2 nT), indicating P2 went outside the region of bursty bulk flows (BBF) [e.g. Angelopoulos et al., 1992] or the BBF itself diminished temporarily. Figure 3 shows the out-of-plane component of the reconnection magnetic field By in the Vi,x-Bx space, demonstrating a spatial extent of the quadrupole Hall structure. For presentation purposes we excluded data points when a significant but transient bipolar structure (possibly a magnetic flux rope) was identified in the Bz time profile. Such a structure with an enhanced By core field was found during 04:16:54 -04:17:00 UT and 04:21:00 -04:22:00 UT in the P1 data and during 04:13:20 -04:13:35 UT in the P2 data. We confirmed that the features presented below remain evident even when these data points were included and our conclusion described below is unaffected. During 04:04 -04:15 UT, well before the X-line encounter by P1 at 04:18 UT, a quadrupole structure is evident when the scatter plots from both P1 (Figure 3(b) ) and P2 (Figure 3(a) ) are combined, indicating that the Hall region were extended more than the distance between P1 and P2 along XGSM, i.e., 12 RE where RE is the Earth's radius. This distance corresponds to ∼ 75 di where di is the ion inertia length. For the estimation, we used ion density measured in the lobe, Ni = 0.05 cm −3 , consistent with a typical value 0.05 cm −3 in the lobe [Pedersen et al., 2001 [Pedersen et al., , 2008 . Note again that the X-line was located somewhere between the two probes P1 and P2. If we assume the X-line was located in the middle of the two probes, then the size of the Hall region (when measured from the X-line) could have been ∼35 di. [ Phan et al., 2007] and in the magnetotail [e.g. Chen et al., 2008] .
During 04:15 -04:23 UT, immediately before and after the X-line passage at 04:18 UT, the quadrupole Hall structure can be identified from P1 data alone (Figure 3(d) ), indicating that the quadrupole Hall fields passed by P1. The scatter plot from P2 (Figure 3(c) ), however, show a mixture of both positive and negative By in the quadrant of Vx > 0 and Bx < 0, indicating that the Hall structure was not extended to the P2 location at that time. We interpret this as evidence that the entire Hall region had moved tailward in association with the X-line retreat [Oka et al., 2011] and/or it had become shorter than ∼75di.
During 04:23 -04:30 UT, i.e. after the X-line encounter by P1 at 04:18 UT, P1 did not show the quadrupole feature (Figure 3(f) ), suggesting that P1 exited the Hall region soon after the X-line encounter. Note that P1 quickly entered the lobe region from ∼04:25 UT so that most of the data points in Figure 3 (f) are clustered above Bx > 10 nT.
We also note that WIND measurements around the time of this event (with the time shift) show that the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) was Bx ∼ 1.5 nT, By ∼ -2 nT and Bz ∼ -2 nT, solar wind speed was ∼320 km/s and the plasma pressure was ∼1.3 nPa. Such a solar wind condition may be providing a condition of slow convection, expanded magnetotail cross section and a slow reconnection process. Because a finite By value can twist the magnetotail [e.g. Sibeck et al., 1985; Tsyganenko, 2004] , the By component in Figure 3 could be due to a possible twist of the magnetotail. However, we confirmed that the quadrupole feature is not sensitive to a By offset of 2 nT.
Encounter with the electron diffusion region
We now examine in more detail the data at and around the time of X-line passage by P1, i.e. 04:18 UT, and look for an evidence of electron diffusion region (EDR). Our observations (as described below) suggest that P1 wandered across the EDR and we infer the schematic picture of Figure 1(b) for the P1 trajectory with respect to a 2D picture of the EDR. Figure 4 shows an expanded view of time profiles of various plasma parameters from a 2-minute period around the time of the X-line passage, 04:18 UT, serving as a basis of the reconstruction illustrated in Figure 1(b) .
First, P1 was on the tailward side of the X-line, as indicated by the tailward (Vi,x < 0) jet. Also, P1 remained close to the current sheet center until about 04:17:35 UT, as indicated by Bx fluctuating around 0 nT, a relatively high density (Ni ∼0.08 cm −3 ) and high temperatures (Ti ∼3 keV, Te ∼ 1.6 keV)). At time A, 04:17:26 UT (as indicated by Point A in the schematic illustration as well as the first vertical dashed line from left in the time profiles), P1 was in the downstream region but right at the current sheet center as evidenced by Bx ∼ 0 nT.
Then, during the next ∼40s, 04:17:35 -04:18:15 UT (highlighted by the gray background), P1 stayed within the key region of the reconnection as indicated by the ion flow directed predominantly duskward (|Vi,y| > |Vi,x|, |Vi,z|). |Bx| stayed relatively high at ∼ 10 nT but ion density Ni also remained high at ∼0.08 cm −3 , suggesting that P1 was not too far away from the current sheet center. In fact, both cold and hot ion components co-existed there especially in the first half of the key region 04:17:35 -04:17:53 UT (Figure 4(f,g) ), indicating that the spacecraft was at the boundary between the cold upstream region and the hot plasma sheet. The electron parallel temperature T e|| was much larger than the electron perpendicular temperature T e⊥ with T e|| /T e⊥ > 1.2 (Figure 4(d,e) ). Also, the parallel anisotropy was associated with an enhancement of broadband electrostatic noise (Figure 4(i) ). These features are generally consistent with reconnection separatrices [e.g. Nagai et al., 2001; Drake et al., 2003; Fujimoto, 2014] . A study with PIC simulations reported that interactions between incoming cold electrons and outgoing hot electrons lead to enhanced wave activities along reconnection separatrix [Fujimoto, 2014] .
Nevertheless, P1 temporarily approached the current sheet center at time E (∼04:17:56 UT) and time H (∼04:18:08 UT) as indicated by the abrupt decrease of |Bx| down to 2.0 nT and 3.8 nT, respectively. The perpendicular temperature T e,⊥ was comparable to or higher than the parallel temperature T e,|| at and around these two times (Figure 4(e) , times E -I). Such a perpendicular heating has been predicted by simulations of the EDR [e.g., Pritchett, 2006; Bessho et al., 2014; Ng et al., 2011 Ng et al., , 2012 . Thus, the observed perpendicular heating can be regarded as an indication of EDR detection.
The features of perpendicular heating described above already imply that P1 encountered the EDR. To establish the detection of the EDR, we further examine pitch angle distributions as well as full-3D velocity distributions of electrons in the following subsections. Figure 5 shows the evolution of pitch angle distributions of electron energy flux at times A -J, demonstrating the key identification of the perpendicular heating.
Pitch angle distributions
At time A, electrons were energetic with a largest energy flux at ∼4 keV and showed an isotropic pitch angle distribution, indicating that P1 was in the reconnection downstream. At time B, bi-directional, field-aligned electron beams were observed. The incoming beam at ∼180 o was carrying lower energies (∼ 1 keV) whereas the outgoing beam at ∼0 o was carrying higher energies (∼ 3 keV). Such a bi-directional distribution with asymmetry in energy indicates that P1 was at the reconnection separatrix with an intensified Hall current [e.g. Fujimoto et al., 1997; Nagai et al., 2001; Manapat et al., 2006] and that the magnetic field line was connected to a heating site (or the EDR). At time C, P1 observed a bi-directional distribution again but the peak energy was symmetric at ∼ 1 keV indicating that the magnetic field line was not connected to the heating site (or the EDR). Nevertheless, the observed energy ∼ 1 keV is still significantly larger than the electron energy of 100 eV in the upstream region observed after 04:18:25 UT ( Figure  4 (h)), indicating that there already exists an energization process at this location. Note that a typical electron temperature in the lobe region is 100 eV range [e.g. Pedersen et al., 2008] . The energization up to ∼ 1 keV has been interpreted as a consequence of electron trapping in an expanding flux tube and associated parallel electric fields [e.g. Egedal et al., 2005] .
At time D, a third component appeared at pitch angle ∼110 o and energy ∼ 5 keV in addition to the counterstreaming electrons. This third component became even more pronounced during the next sampling time time E, although the energy flux of the counter-streaming electrons had become less, which we interpret as the spacecraft entering deeper into the heating site. This time, 04:17:56 UT, was in fact when P1 temporarily approached the current sheet center as indicated by the sharp drop of |Bx| to 2.0 nT.
While the distribution remained complex at the next sampling time F, the mildly (∼ 1 keV) energetic electrons appeared again at time G, only in the ∼180 o direction. This indicates that the magnetic field was connecting the heating site to the immediate upstream region. Then, P1 observed another episode of perpendicular heating at time H (04:18:08 UT) which is the time of the second approach to the current sheet center with a |Bx| decrease down to 3.8 nT. Furthermore, at time I (04:18:13 UT), P1 again observed a distribution similar to the distribution at time G, although the direction of mildly-energetic electron flow was opposite and was ∼0
o . The apparent reversal of the direction of electron streaming indicates that the X-line passed by P1 between 04:18:02 UT (Time G) and 04:18:13 UT (time I). Later on at time J (04:18:25 UT), P1 observed a Hall current feature similar to those at time B but with a reversed direction.
The perpendicular heating as observed at times D, E and H during the correlated reversals of Vi,x and Bz is consistent with P1 being in the EDR [e.g. Pritchett, 2006; Ng et al., 2011 Ng et al., , 2012 Bessho et al., 2014] . Figure 6 shows electron velocity distributions at six selected times, demonstrating the key identification of the electron non-gyrotropy in the EDR along with other distribution types. The first, second, third, fourth and fifth column from the left of this figure show distributions at times A, B, D, E and H, respectively, and are different representations of the data in panels A, B, D, E and H of Figure  5 . While phase space density (s 3 /m 6 ) is a classical way of displaying electron distributions (as shown in the 1st, 3rd and 5th rows), we also use energy flux (eV/s/cm 2 /str/eV) to visually emphasize the angular distribution of electrons (as shown in the 2nd, 4th and 6th rows).
Velocity distributions
At time D, there is a relatively high-energy component in the Vy < 0 range in addition to the (relatively low energy) bi-directional components (See the top two panels in the third column of Figure 6 ). This component corresponds to the previously mentioned third component at pitch angle ∼110 o and energy ∼5 keV in Figure 5 (D) and it exhibits a non-gyrotropic feature as described below.
In general, a non-gyrotropic distribution indicates demagnetization of electrons. If magnetized, electrons can complete their gyro-motion around a magnetic field line and would exhibit a symmetric velocity distribution when viewed in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The bottom two panels of the third column of Figure 6 (i.e., a slice along the Vy − Vz plane) show such a slice because the magnetic field was parallel to the Vx axis of the velocity space. These bottom panels clearly indicate particles were moving perpendicular to the magnetic field (but not gyrating).
This non-gyrotropic component became even more pronounced during the next sampling time, E, at 04:17:56 UT, as the energy flux of the counter-streaming electrons decreased, which (as discussed earlier) we interpret as the spacecraft entering deeper into the heating site. As also argued earlier, this interpretation is corroborated by the fact that P1 experienced its closest approach to the current sheet center at that time, as indicated by the sharp drop of |Bx| to a minimum of 2.0 nT (Figure 4(a) ). The elongated component, as we have seen in time D, can still be identified but it is somewhat rotated in the Vy − Vz plane. In addition to this primary component (in Vy < 0), a secondary component appeared as can be seen in the bottom panel of the third column (in Vy > 0). This secondary component makes the distribution a little closer to a gyrotropic distribution but not as much as what we can see in the fully gyrotropic distribution of the immediate downstream, displayed in the left most plane of the figure. Note also, the magnetic field direction has also changed since time D, but the three dimensional configuration of the velocity distribution is clearly non-gyrotropic. (We also examined a slice perpendicular to the magnetic field line by transforming from the GSE coordinate to the field-aligned coordinate, and the distribution looked very similar to the ones in the 3rd and 4th panel of the third column.) A scenario of varying magnetic field direction with gyrotropic distribution cannot explain such a complex distribution. The origin of the complexity is unclear but it could be related to the complexity observed in recent highresolution particle simulations [Bessho et al., 2014] .
The apparent non-gyrotropy at time E is an indication of electron demagnetization and reinforces our conclusion of the previous subsection that the spacecraft was in the EDR at time E. As for time D, the existence of the lower-energy, bi-directional components (usually present at the inflow region) indicates that the distribution was measured mostly in the immediate upstream region, although the apparent non-gyrotropy is likely to be due to the approach to the EDR. We speculate that this co-existence is due to the limited time resolution of electron measurement (3s) and/or different gyro-radius of electrons of different energies. Note that a higher-resolution (0.25s) measurement of magnetic field shows that the field was stable during this 3s sampling time, as shown by the black lines in Figure 6 (the red line shows the average direction).
P1 observed further increase in perpendicular heating at time H (04:18:08 UT), 4 spins later, at the time of a second approach to the current sheet center evidenced by a |Bx| decrease down to 3.8 nT. The distribution at time H, however, is not as clearly non-gyrotropic as at E and not as isotropic as at A (downstream). Nevertheless, before and after time H, there was a component of mildly (∼ 1 keV) energetic, field-aligned electrons flowing tailward and earthward, respectively ( Figure 5(G, I) ). The reversal at time H indicates that the EDR had passed by P1 at around time H. Thus, it appears P1 was within the EDR at time H despite the lower degree of non-gyrotropy.
Energy spectra
Let us now examine the degree of heating (energization). Figure 7 shows 1D slices of electron distributions from five selected regions, demonstrating the significance of electron energization within the EDR. In order to show the most prominent phase-space-density, we used perpendicular cuts for all cases except the case of immediate upstream (time D, colored green) in which a parallel cut was used (As already described in earlier sections, electrons were energized in the parallel direction in the immediate upstream).
In the upstream (lobe) region, the temperature was low and significant particle counts were recorded only in the lower velocity range < 10 4 km/s. In general, it is difficult to evaluate temperatures in the lobe region, although a typical range of lobe temperatures is shown to be 100 eV [Pedersen et al., 2001 [Pedersen et al., , 2008 . In our case, the lobe temperature from the second order moment of a 1 min interval around 04:30 UT was ∼ 60 eV. A fit to the blue curve in Figure  7 (taken at time 04:30:30 UT) resulted in the temperature of ∼ 60 eV. Please note again that this lobe region was selected from a time interval (∼04:30 UT) far away from what is shown in Figure 2 .
In the immediate upstream region, we found that the parallel temperatures from the second order moment at times C and D were ∼520 and ∼630 eV, respectively. The parallel temperature from a fit to the 1D cut shown in Figure 7 (green curve taken from time D) was ∼350 eV. This value is somewhat smaller than those obtained from the moments but confirms the pre-heating before the EDR encounter.
In the EDR, the perpendicular temperatures from the second order moment at times E and H were ∼1.3 and ∼1.1 keV, respectively, indicating a further temperature increase within the EDR. A Maxwellian distribution can nicely fit the 1D perpendicular cut from time E (orange filled circles) and the derived temperature was ∼1.5 keV.
The distribution became 'flattop'-like with a non-thermal tail in the immediate downstream region [e.g. Asano et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009; Egedal et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010b; Teh et al., 2012; Nagai et al., 2013] . Here, we used time A (04:17:26 UT) to represent distributions of immediate downstream because Bx was small, ∼0.31 nT, indicating that the spacecraft was very close to the current sheet center. In general, a flat-top distribution with a non-thermal tail can be represented by the empirically derived, modified (flattened) Lorentzian [e.g. Feldman et al., 1982 Feldman et al., , 1983 ; ). The gray curve indicates the detection limit (i.e., one-count-level) of the ESA instrument. Thomsen et al., 1983; Chateau and Meyer-Vernet, 1989] 
(1) where NL is the density, κ is the spectral index and vL is the location and sharpness of the spectral break (or 'shoulder'). In the higher energy limit (v ≫ vL), the distribution approaches a power-law f ∝ v −2(κ+1) as is the case with the kappa distribution [e.g. Olbert, 1968; Vasyliunas, 1968] . In the lower energy limit (v ≪ vL), the distribution becomes flat at f = NLκ sin (π/2κ)/(π 2 v 2 ⊥L v ||L ). We found that the modified Lorentzian can best fit the perpendicular cut of the distribution in Figure 7 with NL = 0.12±0.04 cm −3 , v ⊥L = 3.9±0.5×10 4 km/s and κ = 4.1±1.0. The derived speed vL corresponds to the break energy 4.2 keV. The Maxwellian and kappa distributions could not fit the data as well.
We note that there has been a physical explanation to the almost isotropic flat-top feature [e.g. Dum, 1978; Fujimoto, 2014; Egedal et al., 2015] . The entire spectral shape including both the flat-top and non-thermal tail features are also discussed from a statistical mechanics point of view with non-Euclidean metrics induced by Lp norms [See Eq.(66) of Livadiotis, 2016] .
Here, we evaluated the temperature of the flat-top distribution from the second order moment of the entire 3D distribution and it was ∼2.1 keV. This value is higher by a factor of ∼1.8 than the temperature within the EDR and indicates that there was an additional energization in the immediate downstream region. Thus, through three different stages (i.e., immediate upstream with Te ∼0.58 keV, EDR with Te ∼1.2 keV and immediate downstream with Te ∼2.1 keV), the electron temperature increased by a factor of ∼35 (from ∼60 eV to 2.1 keV). Such a significant energization is qualitatively consistent with PIC simulations of forced reconnection [e.g. Pritchett, 2006] .
Discussion and Conclusion
It appears that, on February 7, 2009, the THEMIS P1 spacecraft encountered the EDR because, during correlated reversals of Vix and Bz in particular at times of approach to the current sheet center (i.e., at time of temporal decrease of |Bx|), electrons were heated in the direction perpendicular to the local magnetic field. The non-gyrotropy of electrons were evident at least at time E (04:17:56 UT), indicating that electrons were, in fact, non-magnetized within the EDR. However, the non-gyrotropy was less enhanced at time H, indicating that an EDR does not always show an enhanced non-gyrotropy.
The perpendicular heating within the EDR was significant and the temperature reached ∼1.2 keV. Additional energization was observed on both sides (immediate upstream and downstream) of the EDR, leading to more than an order of magnitude energization across this region (from 60 eV in the lobe to ∼2.1 keV in the immediate downstream of the EDR). The results demonstrate that, despite its minuscule size, the EDR does indeed contribute to the overall process of electron energization via magnetic reconnection.
However, the contribution of the EDR to the overall energization process, i.e., ∆TEDR/∆T total is about 30%, where ∆TEDR (∼0.6 keV) is the temperature difference between the EDR and immediate upstream, and ∆T total (∼2 keV) is the total temperature increase across the EDR. On the other hand, the immediate downstream showed a temperature increase of about 0.9 keV and the contribution is about 40%. Thus, the degree of energization within the EDR was slightly smaller than the additional energization in the immediate downstream. This conclusion is consistent with Nagai et al. [2013] who asserted that heating and acceleration are weak in the central intense current layer. Nevertheless, our observation demonstrates that electron energization across the EDR (including the immediate upstream and downstream regions) is significant.
Regarding the physics of EDR, the rate of reconnection ER is an important parameter. In our case, the reconnection rate ER is difficult to estimate because of large fluctuations in the electric field data. Throughout the observation, the ycomponent of the electric field data was available as shown in Figure 4 (h) in the Despun, Sun-pointing L-momentum vector (DSL) coordinate system. Here, the y-component in the DSL coordinate is the best measured component with minimum solar illumination effects. During the time period of perpendicularly heated electrons (i.e., 04:17:50 -04:18:05 UT), the standard deviation σ = 2.39 mV/m was larger than the average Ey,DSL = 0.419 mV/m, demonstrating the difficulty of measuring ER. We note, for reference, that the expected value of ER(= αVAB0) is ∼2 mV/m for an assumed reconnection rate α = 0.1 with an outflow speed (or ∼Alfvén speed) VA = 1500 km/s and a lobe magnetic field B0 = 15 nT and that Ey,DSLshould remain positive (i.e., duskward) for a steady state, magnetotail reconnection. The origin of the electric field fluctuation is unclear. It may be a part of the reconnection-induced turbulence [e.g. Eastwood et al., 2009] or waves [e.g. Fujimoto, 2014; Egedal et al., 2015] .
The length of the EDR in the outflow direction is also an important parameter because it can depend on the reconnection rate ER [e.g. Hesse et al., 2014, and references therein] . In our case study, it is again difficult to estimate, partly because the observation was made by a single spacecraft and it is difficult to estimate the speed of EDR motion. If we assume EDR was retreating at a constant speed of ∼100 km/s [e.g. Baker , 2002] or ∼0.1 VA [Oka et al., 2008] (where VA is the Alfvén speed), the duration of EDR observation from time E to time H (∼12s) corresponds to ∼1200 km. This is somewhat larger than the theoretically predicted values of 100 -500 km [Hesse et al., 2014] , suggesting that the prediction and/or observation need to be refined. Also, the size of the EDR may be different if the theory was expanded to three dimensions and/or if the observations were made by multiple spacecraft with higher time resolution.
The Magnetospheric Multi-Scale (MMS) mission, with its ultra high-time resolution measurements, will be able to address the EDR size and how the heating and demagnetization are involved in the rate of reconnection. While our THEMIS event demonstrated that electrons can be nongyrotropic and heated significantly at the EDR, we expect MMS to verify and establish the generality of electron heating and non-gyrotropic features at the EDR.
